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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0076939A1] 1. A device for forming packages consisting of several plain individual products of paper, cellulose wadding or the like, and
for deliwering said packages in a rapid sequence, said indiwidual products (A) being conveyed at intervals by a belt conveyer system (1-2-3) to a
stacking mechanism (B-C, D-E), and the packages (P) formad therein being removed and led away by a delivery mechanism (17) following said
stacking mechanism, whereby two stacking mechanisms (B-C, D-E) are arranged one after the other in feeding direction, said stacking mechanisms
operating in alternating sequence and the conveyance of the products to the sacond stacking mechanism (D-E) taking place straight through the
first stacking mechanism (B-C), whereby each of the stacking mechanisms comprises a collecting cassette (C-E) arranged below the belt conveyar
system, as well as an expeller mechanism (B, D) arranged above the belt conveyer system (1-2-3) and including a vertically operating expeller plate
(25), said belt conveyer system (1-2-3) comprising, at least in the range of the expeller mechanisms (B, D), parallelly mowing individual belts (1-2)
which are aranged in such a way that the products (A) are grasped in narrow marginal zones and are pushed, by one of the expeller mechanisms
(B, D), through the belt conveyer system (1-2-3) into one of the collecting cassettes (C-E), the delivery mechanism (17) being arranged relative to
the stacking mechanisms (B-C, D-E) in such a way that the delivery mechanism takes place in a direction perpendicularly to the direction of feed (Z),
characterized in that each of the expeller mechanisms (B, D) comprises a movable lifting frame (4) which slides in rod guides (5) and at the lower
end of which at least one expeller plate (25, 25a) is prowided, and which is adapted to be lifted, against the force of a compression spring (8), by
means of an eccentric sheave (6) secured to a drive shaft (10), and that, during the operation of the second stacking mechanism (D), the expeller
mechanism (B) of the first stacking mechanism is blocked by a locking mechanism comprising a driveable hollow control shaft (9) enclosing the
drive shaft (10) ower part of its length to which control shaft a cam plate (11) is attached the circumference of which comprises two angle areas
having radii of different length, and further comprising a stop member (14) attached to the lifting frame (4), said stop member being guided on the
circumference of the cam plate (11) in such a manner that, depending on the position of the cam plate, the lifting frame (4) is either hald back in its
raised-position or is released.
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